
 

 

BEFORE THE JUVENILE JUSTICE BOARD :::::::::::: Sonitpur         

  G.R Case No. 2627/2014 

(U/s. 147/148/302/504 of I.P.C) 

State 

                       v/s 

              Bikash Bage 

                                                                                     ………Child in conflict with law. 

 

Present: Sri Sumit Bhuyan,  

                Principal Magistrate , Sonitpur. 

Advocates appeared:  

For prosecution: Sri R. Goswami.   

For CCL: Bikash Bage 

Date of offence explanation: 15.07.15 

Date of prosecution evidence: 02.09.16, 09.03.2017, 11.08.17, 23.10.17. 

Date of argument: 18.01.18,15.03.18 

Date of judgment: 29.03.18 

And having understood to this day, this Court delivered the following judgment: 

     

               JUDGMENT: 

       Brief facts of the case: 

1. The prosecution story as stated by the complainant in his ejahar interalia is that on 

27-10-14, at about 9 P.M, the CCL, namely Bikash Bage  called the complainant's 

elder sister Birshi Kheria to his other elder sister, Kalari Kheria's house  and 

assaulted her with Lathis, due to which his elder sister Birshi Kheria succumbed 

to her injuries on 28-10-14 at about 4 P.M. Besides this, the CCl also assaulted 

Smt. Kalari Kheria and also heard that the CCL along with other accused persons 

murdered Birchi Kheria believing her to be a witch. Hence, the case. 



 

 

Investigation: 

2. On receipt of the written ezahar, O/C, Tezpur P.S, registered a case vide Tezpur P.S 

case no. 1245/14 u/s. 147/148/302/508 of IPC . During investigation, I/O visited the 

place of occurrence, examined the complainant and other witnesses. In the meantime, 

police produced CCL Bikash Bage before the Juvenile Justice Board and the Board on 

being satisfied that Bikash Bage was a minor on the date of commission of the offence, 

took cognizance of the matter and proceeded against Bikash Bage following the 

provisions of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2000. The Officer-in-

charge, Tezpur Police station, filed the offence Report in the instant case for commission 

of offences U.S 147/148/302/325/508  of I.P.C against  Bikash Bage, the Juvenile in 

conflict with law.  

 

Charge: 

 

3. On submission of charge sheet, summon was issued to the CCL and accordingly, he 

appeared and was enlarged on bail on submission of bail bond and suitable sureties. 

Upon a careful perusal of the case record and hearing the Learned Counsels appearing 

for both sides,  particulars of offences u/s.  147/148/302/504 of IPC were read over and 

explained to the CCL, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

 

Trial: 

 

4. In order to bring home the charge against the CCL, prosecution examined seven 

witnesses. On closure of prosecution evidence, the juvenile was examined u/s. 313 Cr.Pc 

in which his plea was of total denial  and contented that he had been falsely implicated 

in this case. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  Point for determination: 

 

(i) Whether the CCL  Bikash Bage, on 27-10-14, at about 9 P.M   had entered 

the house of informant and rioting them and thereby committed an offence 

punishable u/s 147 of  IPC.? 

(ii) Whether the CCL  Bikash Bage, on the same day and time,   had 

entered the house of informant and victims rioting, armed with deadly 

weapon and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 148 of  IPC? 

(iii) Whether the CCL  Bikash Bage, on the same day  and time, murdered Birchi 

Kheria and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 302 of I.P.C ?     

(iv) Whether the CCL  Bikash Bage, on the same day  and time,   intentionally 

insulted and thereby gave provocation to the informant  intending that such 

provocation would cause the informant to break the public piece  and and 

thereby committed offence punishable u/s 504 of I.P.C ?     

 

            Discussion, decision & reasons thereof: 

5. I have carefully gone through the case record in its entirety and the documents annexed 

with it. I have also perused the testimony of the prosecution witnesses and heard the 

arguments put forward by Learned Counsels appearing for both sides. 

                                       

6. PW-1, Francis Guria, has stated that he knows the informant and the CCL. About 9 

months ago, the incident took place. He was not present in  the village on the day of 

incident. At night, at about 10 PM, he returned to his home. Police had not interrogated 

him. He does not know what had happened in the incident. 

 

           His cross-examination was declined. 

 

7. PW-2, Kalari Tapno, has stated that complainant Sanika Kheria is her brother.  Lt. 

Birshi Kheria  was her sister. She knows the CCL Bikash Bage. About two years ago on 

suspicion of being a witch, Birshi Kheria was killed by Roben, Kelektush, Sunaram 



 

 

Birsha, Miki and Prabin. The case was registered by her brother against CCL Bikash 

Bage. So, police apprehended the CCL.  The incident took place at her house. She had 

seen the incident. After that, Sanika informed the police and accordingly police took 

Birshi Kheria to the hospital for Post-mortem.  CCL Bikash Bage was present along with 

co-accused at the time of murder and they killed her.  

 

 During her cross-examination, she deposed that police were informed  before 

the case was registered. She had not registered the case. Police came  to the place of  

incident  at night. She does not know against whom Sanika  Kheria  had filed the ezahar. 

She does not know after how many days he  had  filed the ezahar. It was dark night and 

 there was no light at the  time of  incident. She cannot say how many persons 

came at the time of incident.  She ran to the paddy field out of  fear for shelter. When she 

returned, she saw  her sister lying dead. She had not seen the persons who killed her  sister. 

 When she returned to her home from paddy field, she saw lots of  villagers  in the 

place of occurrence  and also the CCL along with them. The home  of CCL is near to their 

house. When  the police came at night, she did  not  inform them about the incident.  It is 

not a fact that the boys whom she  had named  were not involved in the incident and  had not 

assaulted her  sister. She suspected the CCl as he resided near them. It is not a fact that as 

 she was hiding in the paddy field, she had not seen the incident. It is not a  fact 

that when Birshi kheria was murdered, CCL Bikash  Bage was not   present there. She 

and Birshi Kheria resides separately. They live in separate  houses and her house is far away 

from  Birshi Kheria's house. It is not a fact  that she was not present at the house of Birshi 

Kheria. It  is not a fact that  the CCL was not involved with the incident.  

 

 

8. PW-3, Sanika Kheria, complainant of this case has stated that he is the 

complainant. He knows the CCL, his name is Bikash.  Lt. Birshi Kheria was  his sister, 

she died 3 years back.  Bikash along with other  accused persons  brought his sister 

from Panbari to New line and killed his sister Birshi Kheria. They killed his sister in the 

house of Kalari Tapno, who resides in newline. He was present at Singori jan line at that 

time. He was informed in the morning by local villager, namely, Samel. He told me that 

his sister Birshi Kheria was killed by Bikash and his associates. He came to the incident 



 

 

place and found his sister lying dead. He along with villagers went to the police station 

to file the case. After that police took his elder sister to perform Post-mortem. He had 

not given written ezahar at the police station. 

 

 During his cross-examination he deposed that he had not told the police  what 

he deposed before the Board that day. He had not seen the incident. He  had deposed in his 

statement before the Board for the first time after hearing  from the villagers. He deposed 

before the Board that Bikash and his  associates took Birshi Kheria to  Panbari from New 

line and killed her in the  house of Kalari.  Samen from the village had not told him that 

BIkash  and  his associates killed BIrshi . It is not a fact that Samen had not told him 

 that Bikash and his associates killed Birshi. He had not filed ezahar at the P.S.  Samen 

is still alive and is now in  the village. At the time of incident his wife  Maina Kharia was at 

his home. She had not gone with him to the incident  place. It is not a fact that he had 

deposed falsely before the Board that day as  the deceased was his sister. Bikash is not 

involved in this incident anyhow. 

 

9. PW-4, Maina Soren, deposed that she is the complainant's wife . Lt. Birshi Kheria was 

her elder sister-in-law. She knows the CCL. Her sister in law Birshi Kheria  was taken 

from Panbari to Milan line and killed by Bikash, Prabin, Luish, Ketekuttush, Sunaram etc 

at Milan Line. At that time, she was at her home. Villagers told her that her elder sister 

in law was murdered. They had seen the dead body of Birshi Kheria at the incident 

place, seen the cut mark on her neck and waist by a “dao”. The dead body was naked. 

After that a meeting was held and police of the nearest outpost were informed. Police 

apprehended the accused persons immediately. The CCL was also arrested along with 

the other accused persons. After that, the dead body was sent to Kanaklata Civil 

Hospital for Postmortem. Police had asked her about the incident.  

 

 

 During her cross-examination, she deposed that  she does not know how  the 

incident took place. She had seen the dead body at her residence. She  went to her elder 

sister in law's house on the day of incident and her husband  was along with her. It is not 

a fact that at the time of incident she and her  husband went to her sister in law's  house 



 

 

to see the dead body. It is not a  fact  that she did not went to the incident place after the 

incident took  place. It is  not a  fact that that she had not said that her sister in law was 

 brought from Panbari to Milan nagar by Bikash, Luit, Kelekuttush,  Prabin, Sunaram and 

killed her. She had not told the police that the deceased  had cut marks on the neck and waist 

and she was naked. She  never told the  police that among  the 8 arrested persons, one 

was Bikash Bage. It is not a  fact that Bikash Bage and above mentioned persons were not 

carrying  the  deceased from Panbari to new line and killed her. They were informed by 

 Jagdish at night. It is not a fact that Jagdish  had not informed them and  police had not 

arrested the eight persons along with Bikash. It is not a fact  that she had not seen any 

cut mark on her sister’s neck and waist. The  meeting took place at about 9.10 A.M, the 

next day of the incident. This  is not a fact that  no incident took place and Bikash was 

not involved as she  said. 

 

10. PW-5, Jokhkin Induwar has stated that he knows  the complainant Sanika Kheria. He 

is an employee of Tea garden. He knows  the CCL. The incident took place in the year 

2014 at night. He was at his home at the time of incident. The place of incident was 

about 1.5 k.m from his house. He had heard that tea garden boys were involved in the 

case. CCL was not among the eight accused. Villagers informed him at about 6 A.M in 

the morning.  He had seen the dead body of Birshi Kheria at her home. Later on, police 

were informed and police arrested Bikash and other four persons of their village on 

suspect. Police inquired about the matter with him  regarding the incident.  

 During his cross-examination he deposed that  police had arrested  the  CCL on 

suspect. 

 

    11. PW-6, Anil Soreng had deposed that he knows the complainant and the  CCL. The 

incident took place 3 years back at night and they  were informed in  the morning. He was 

doing his duty at tea garden. After hearing the news,  he came to Milan Line Panbari and  

saw the dead body of Birshi Kheria at  her home. Later on, police were informed and 

police sent the dead body to  Tezpur for Post mortem. Police arrested BIkash and other persons 

on  suspect.  

 During his  cross-examination he deposed that he does not know about  the 

incident and also unaware of the fact how Birshi Kheria  had expired.  



 

 

 

   12. PW-7,Lakshmi Prasad Kachari, I.O  has stated that after investigation he  had 

submitted the Charge sheet. He had received the ezahar on 28.10.2014.  The complainant is 

Sanika Kheria, S/o :  Lt. Amrush Kheria, Vill : Singrijan,  Panbari New Line, PS : Tezpur. The 

incident took place on 27.10.2014 at about  9 P.M, complainant’s sister Birshi Kheria, who is a 

resident of Singri jan  Panbari village was asked to come to the house of her elder sister Kalari 

 Kheria and   there she was  beaten by  CCL BIkash Baage along with Roben  Suren, 

Prabin Sanga, Ramanuj Danga, Birsha Bhuiya, Ajay Karmakar, Liki  Bage, Kelektash and 

Luish basuai. As a result Birshi Kheria  died on  28.02.2014 at about 4 A.M in the morning. 

Complainant’s wife Kalari Kheria  was also injured due to beating. Complainant informed him 

that the accused  persons have murdered Birsha Kheria on suspect of being a witch. As per 

the  information received from the complainant Salonibari Out Post, registered  vide 

GDE No. 667 dated 28.10.2014 and sent the ejahar to the  office in  charge of Tezpur 

Police Station. In the mean time he had  started his initial  investigation .He had received the 

ezahar at about 1.30 P.M  and inquired  about the matter from the complainant and later on 

at about 2.20 P.M, he  went to the place of incident and saw a dead body lying there. 

Then he  informed Executive Magistrate and recorded the statement of witnesses 

 present there and made a sketch map there. He had recorded statement of  total 8 

persons. Dead body was in quested by the Executive Magistrate and  sent  for 

postmortem to the  Kanaklata Civil Hospital,Tezpur.  Later on, he  collected  the  

postmortem report, medical report of injured and arrested  Bikash Bage  and other 8 accused 

persons u/s 147/148/302/323/508 IPC and  sent to the Jail Hajot.  

  Ext-1   is the ezahar, 

  Ext-2 is the sketch where he  signed.  

 Ext-2(i) is the medical report,  

 Ex-3 is the seizure list,  

 Ext-4 is the inquest report, where Executive Magistrate, Anusuya Sharma,  ACS 

had signed.  

 Ex-5 is the post mortem report, medical report of KCH, Tezpur  



 

 

 He knows the CCL , he was arrested from the incident of place.  

 During his  cross-examination  he deposed that he had received the  ezahar on 

28.10.2014. No date was mentioned in the ezahar. He went to the  place of incident on 

the same day when he received the ezahar .He arrested  Bikash Bage on 29.10.2014. It is not 

a fact that he had submitted charge  sheet  against the  CCL on  suspicion and without 

having any  evidence  against the  CCL, he arrested him.   

 

    13. Now let us analyze the evidence of  prosecution witnesses and the materials 

 available in  order to decide the points of determination. The evidence of  PW1 

clearly  shows that he was not present in the village when the incident  took place due to 

which his cross-examination was declined. There is  contradiction in the evidence adduced by 

P.W2 as she herself contradicted  her own statement adduced in her examination-in -chief  

regarding  witnessing the incident and thereafter admitting  in her cross-examination 

 that she ran away to the paddy field out of fear for  shelter and  on returning  back, 

she saw her sister lying dead . In her examination-in-chief ,she deposed  that her sister, Birshi 

Kheria was murdered by Roben, Kelektush, Sunaram  Birsha, Miki and Prabin and the CCL 

Bikash Bage was present along with them  at the time of murder,whereas,in her cross 

examination ,she had admitted  that she had not seen the persons who killed her sister 

and she suspected  the CCL to have murdered  Birshi Kheria. She even could not tell how 

many  persons came to the place of incident  and surprisingly her house was far  away from 

Birshi Kheria's house. The  admissions made by her regarding not  seeing how many 

persons went to the place of incident, who killed her  sister  and suspecting the CCL 

Bikash  Bage as he resided near to them, makes  her evidence completely unreliable and not 

trustworthy. Hence, her  evidence is far from being acceptable. 

 PW-3, Sanika Kheria, who is the informant in this case, went a step further  and 

deposed that his  sister was taken by the CCL along with other accused  persons from Panbari 

to New line and killed his sister Birshi Kheria in Kalari  Tapno's (P.W.2) house,  which is in 

contradiction with the statement made by  him in the written ejahar(Exhibit-1). If his elder 

sister, Birchi Kheria was  murdered  in the house of Kalari Tapno (P.W.2), he should have 

deposed the  same but so no such evidence appears in the deposition of P.W.2. Further 

 PW.3 has clearly admitted in his cross examination that  he had  told the  police 



 

 

 what he had deposed in his evidence before the Board and most  importantly, he heard 

the entire incident from one, Samel of his village but  samel had not been called as official 

witness by the prosecution  for his  examination. The most important point to be  noted is his 

admission  regarding not filing the ejahar in the police station. Hence ,his evidence is  clearly 

in contradiction to the prosecution story and is found to be doubtful  and the same is not found 

reliable. From the evidence of PW.4. it transpires  that she deposed a new version that her sister 

in law, Birshi Kheria was taken  by the CCL Bikash  Bage and other accused person from Panbari 

to  Milan  Line  and was killed there and contradicts the evidence adduced by PW1,  PW2 

and PW.3 it is also seen that her evidence is hearsay, as she was in her  home when the incident took 

place and she came to know about her elder  sister in law's death from the villages. She had clearly 

admitted in her cross-  examination that she did not know how the incident took place. Hence, I am 

 of  the considered view that although reliance could be placed on hearsay  evidence 

provided the same is  corroborated by the evidence of other  witnesses, but in this case the evidence 

of PW.4  depicted a complete  different place of incident and different set of facts  and reliance cannot 

be  placed on the same. As such, her evidence is doubtful and untrustworthy. The  evidence of 

PW.5 and PW.6 suggests that both of them had adduced  hearsay evidence as regards the 

incident. However, PW5 in his cross  examination and PW.6 in his  examination-in-chief deposed that 

the CCL    Bikash  Bage was arrested by the police merely on suspicion. PW.6 was 

 unaware of the incident as to how Birshi Kheria had expired. Hence, their  evidence being 

hearsay and not corroborated by any other evidence, appears  to me not reliable. Now, the evidence 

of PW.7 who is the I.O  of the case   appears to have arrested the CCL Bikash Bage on 29-10-14 

when he went to  the place of occurrence on 28-10-2014 due to which he denied the 

 suggestion that he had submitted chargesheet against the CCL on suspicion  and arrested 

him without having any evidence against him.  

 Now, from a perusal of the testimonies of all prosecution witnesses  as  well as entire 

materials available on record, it transpires that  there is no  corroboration in the evidence adduced 

by the prosecution  witnesses and  every  witness had adduced evidence contradictory to  each 

other. None  of the witnesses could give a clear description as to  how the  incident took 

place. Further, in the absence of eye witness to the incident,  prosecution failed to produce any such 

reliable witness, the evidence  which  could be relied upon. Merely citing of prosecution witnesses in 

the charge  sheet, without they having the slightest knowledge of the prosecution story,  is itself 

fatal to the prosecution. In this case, no evidence either oral or  documentary, had incriminated the CCL 



 

 

of having committed the offence, as  he was arrested, purely on suspicious grounds. None of the 

witnesses have  been able to substantiate the prosecution story and the  prosecution has also  utterly 

failed to establish the guilt of the CCL beyond all reasonable doubt. As  such, the CCL is entitled to 

acquitted on all the above points 

 

 

ORDER 

 

    14.  In the light of all the above discussion, I am of the considered opinion  that  as  the 

prosecution having failed to adduce strong and cogent evidence  to prove the  guilt of the CCL 

beyond  all reasonable doubt, CCL  Bikash Bage  is found not guilty and he is  acquitted from 

the accusations made against   him u/s.147/148/302/504.  CCL Bikash Bage, is, hereby, 

set at liberty      forthwith. 

  

      15.His bail bond  is cancelled and sureties  are discharged. 
 

 

      16.Seized articles, if any, are to be disposed of accordingly. 
 
 

       17. This case is disposed of on contest. 
 
 

    18. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 29th  day of March   2018. 
                      

                                       

 

 

 

 

Barnali Baruah Sharma     Bodhendra Nath Sharma     Sri Sumit Bhuyan Member, J.J.B.               

Member, J.J.B.                  Principal Magistrate, JJB                              

                                                         

                    



 

 

APPENDIX 

 

WITNESSES FOR THE PROSECUTION: 
 

PW-1, Francis Guria. 

PW-2, Kalari Tapno. 

PW-3, Sanika Kheria. 

PW-4, Maina Soren. 

PW-5, Jokhkin Induwar. 

PW-6, Anil Soreng. 

PW-7,Lakshmi Prasad Kachari. 

 

WITNESSES FOR THE DEFENCE: 
 

  NIL. 
 

DOCUMENTS EXHIBITTED: 
          

Ext-1   is the ezahar. 

Ext-2 is the sketch where he  signed.  

Ext-2(i) is the medical report.  

Ex-3 is the seizure list.  

Ext-4 is the inquest report, where Executive Magistrate, Anusuya Sharma, ACS had signed.  

Ex-5 is the postmortem report, medical report of KCH, Tezpur.  

 

 
 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Sumit Bhuyan 

Principal Magistrate,JJB 

         Sonitpur. 

 


